
MULTIPLE CONNECTOR EXAMPLES

4 CONNECTIONS 2/22 CONNECTIONS 1/1 3 CONNECTIONS 3/01 CONNECTION

SINGLE
CONNECTOR

(With reduction)

Installation Instructions 
DIPHUSAIR MT1 Steam Dispersion System

min. 150 mm

min. 125 mm

(*) SYSTEM 1

     12mm ó 16mm

siphon

Steam hose,
tubing
or pipe

Humidifier

Elbows  90º=

Pitch (**)

(*) Condensate drain
2 possible systems

(No condensate return )
(*) SYSTEM 2

(With condensate return)

Locate air gap only in spaces 

min. air gap=25mm

1. DIPHUSAIR MT1 steam dispersion system connected above the humidifier. 

2.  DIPHUSAIR MT1 steam dispersion system connected beneath the humidifier.

MT1 support bracket Dispersion tubes (dispersion nozzles 

should be placed perpendicular
to the airflow)

Pitch (1%)

Z - Fixing bracket

Fixed escutcheon plate 
inside the A.H.U or duct

Loose escutcheon plate to fix
outside the A.H.U or duct

B

3/4”

T connection

200 mm

150 mm

It is recommended

Pitch (**)

min. air gap=25mm

Pitch > 2%

A

A

B

Pitch (1%)

Optional 

FLANGE CONNECTION
SCREW  

CONNECTION

 (***): Optional connections

Condensates are connected to the specific 
return for these in the humidifier (refer to 
specific design with siphon and air vent).

(**) Pitch towards the MT1 dispersion system:

- With flexible hose; pitch  15%.
- With piping; pitch  3%. 

=
=

connections (***)

with adequate temperature to absorb 

flash steam and to face drainage flow

Airflow

Elbows  90º=

Dispersion tubes (dispersion nozzles 

should be placed perpendicular
to the airflow)

Z - Fixing bracket

to isolate the tubes

It is recommended
to isolate the tubes

Optional 
connections (***)

(*) Condensate drain
SYSTEM 1

Humidifier

Airflow

Locate air gap only in spaces 

with adequate temperature to absorb 

flash steam and to face drainage flow

Fixed escutcheon plate 
inside the A.H.U or duct

Loose escutcheon plate to fix
outside the A.H.U or ductMT1 support bracket
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